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lliTB.ODqCTION 

I wish to state here and now that it is not in the purpose of this 

thesis to oonclwie that one style or approach in residence design is supe-

rior to another. The question of style is philosophical and deeply inter-

related. with the workings of the human mind in all its abstractions. Even 

if there existed some set of basic criteria by whioh we could properl7 

evaluate the modern house in relation to its neo-colonial neighbor, then 

what? Idealism? Idealism in architecture is as extramundane as idealism 

in soo1al systems. Sentiment is as essential to architeo.tu.re as it is to 

literature, D111sio or art. The danger lies in sentimentality or sentiment 

carried to the extreme, which should be avoided, as ex~lified by pe.riod 

design. A reaction against this sentimentality, along with developments 

of new materials and processes, gave rise to the completely diametric 

approach to arohitect.ure called modern. 

There are those who offer the argument that theory always runs ahead 

of practice, that today's departures are tomorrow's comnonplaces. ~his 

is true in some cases but not always, for numerous blind alleys have been 

entered and run to a dead end as in the case of the "A.rt liouveau:i" in 

Ea.rope arounQ. 1880. Today we have everything in architecture: modern, 

variations of traditional styl~s, "mod.em" ho\:lses with traditional plans, 

and traditional houses of modern plans. It has truthfp.lly been said that 

that in a time of change there can be no unati1mity. Perhaps the answer 

lies in the fact that architecture is a reflection of its time, and the 
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one outstanding oharaoteristic of the present is ohange and, with it, 

uncertainty. The advocates of advanced ideas should not become im-

patient a:nd e:iasperated with the slowness of public acceptance, for 

the inertia of the masses is against change. 

out of these oondiiions should develop an architeoture which com-

bines old forms with new. TheJ offer the possibility of an indigenous, 

workable, an<1 completely livable aroh1tect11re for America. 

It is the purpose of this document to compare analytically a house 

design based on traditional designs, drawing admittedly from the past but 

without the constraints of "period• design, and a house design based on 

the newer theory that tradition should be consciously avoided to free the 

architecture completely from the restrictions of past styles. The con-

clus~on will not be a choice, but an understanding of each with'. r.egard to 

living needs of tociaJ and tomorrow. 
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PA.RT I 

HISTOlUCAL MCK@OUNl> 

In the 17th. 18th, and early 19th centuries in this country, various 

influences and men created in the field of architecture what we today term 

the Early American Traditional style. This is an all inclusive term cover-

ing the entire field of traditional t~es which '"'isted in .Arnerice. Since 

this thesis is primarily concerned with Virginia and vicinity, I will also 

l~t the history to this locality as much as possible. 

The first settlers of Virginia were English although later some of 

Dutch and German descent filtered in. ~he settlements in the colonies 

along the Atlantic seaboard were widely separated and represented several 

European countries. Each gro~ copied the architecture of its homeland 

and consequently laid the fouildation for "!:nglis4 Colonial,• "Dutch Colo-

nial," "French Colonial,• et cetera, styles of architecture·. These 

"Various types or styles were all alike in one respect--that of definite 

media.val influences of informality. They could hardly be otherwise on 

account of the architecture of Eu.rope of the century. 

As the eighteenth century ca.me in, the domestic architecture of 

the colonies underwent many cha.Ilges. Sir Christopher ren, Inigo Jones, 

and other architects in England bad begun to use the uniform cornice with 

the hip roof, wood sash instead of leaded casements, and the pedimented 

gable instead of a gable of medieval type. ] umerous publications began 

to standardi ze t he os t -Renaissanoe details such as broken pediments, 
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classical doorways, cupolas, and cornice details. These cornices and door-

ways were given rich detail of modillions and of pilasters with pediments, 

a characterist ic which shows that labor was a very minor consideration in 

home building. Often years were spent in the erection and completion of 

a single house. 

In Virginia the tendency was toward symmetry as is best exemplified 

by the architecture of Williamsburg. ·~estover, the Capitol building, and 

the Governor's Palace were all strictly s~etrical in every respect. 

The most popular constructions materials used in the eighteenth century 

in Virginia were brick and wood. The same materials are still popular 

here today and used much in the same manner. 

Thomas Jefferson's design for Monticello in 1771 shows strict ad-

herence to Palladian canons in residence design for the first time. 

The pedimented portico, octagonal bays, and Palladian detail of Jefferson's 

work had an almost unbelievable influence on other domestic architecture, 

not only in Virginia, but over the entire South immediately following the 

Revolution and was carried on by craftsmen with little change. The 

Italian classical, temple-like porticos became the rage with huge t wo-

storied columns supporting a massive pediment, forming the "frontispiece" 

of the house. Today, many homes, especially those of a pretentious char-

acter in the rural sections of the South, still employ these white columned 

portioos. 

The interior detail slowly took on the attenuated forms of the Adams style 

already prevalent in the New England states, Delicate, almost effeminate 

mantel details and wall paper designs adorned the drawing rooms and parlors 
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iof the now Georgian interiors. The high ceilings, the dark cool rooms 

with rich furniture and hangings are still admired and copied by some home 

builders of the South toda1. The "southern gentleman" had evolved a style 

of architecture which was both unique and beautif'ul and admirably suited 

to the plantation life of Yirginia and the deeper South. 

Immediate~y following the Civil War, tbis phase of American civiliza-

tion was ••Gone With the Wind" as Miss .Margaret Mitchell so compendi<;>usly 

terms it. Labor became an im_portant cost item. in building and less expan-

sive homes were the direct result. For the first time real-estate housing 

became a reality to southerners. 

The first Americans trained at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris were 

returning to this country about this time, and an era of unrestrained eclec-

ticism set in. After producing such clumsy, ill-proportioned, and 111-

planned homes as illustrated, a colonial revival, parallel to the Queen Anne 

style abroad, was started. The firm of McKim, Meade, and White was the 

first advocate of this movement and produced, in the 1880's, many houses 

colonial in general appearf.Jlc• but with a riahness of delicate detail on the 

exterior very different from the comparative simplicity of the old examples. 

Passing over the unimportant, transitol.7' classical and renaissance re-

vivals ot the latter part ot the nineteenth centur~, we come to the beginning 

of the so-called modern movement in the arohiteoture of the Ullited States • 

.Beginning between 1890 and 1900, Louis SUllivan, Fr~ Llo~ Tight, 

and others who reacted against strict adherence to detail and form ot the 

past, laid the foundation for the revolutionary "style" or conception of 
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Manchester, N. H. 1860's. This brick house, shaped like a box, now serves as the office of a sec-
ondhand car dealer. One of his cars is visible at left . Note high, narrow windows typical of period. 

Adams, Mass. 1860's. This home is a "gingerbread" adaptation of French grandeur under Na-
poleon III. The roofs of these houses were so complicated that they resembled wedding cakes. 

Keene, N. H. 1860's. This French-style home has the slate roof and iron grillwork of the per-
iod. ' Inside children had a fine time playing in the dark corridors and searching for secret panels. 

Taken from Tl~E MAGAZINE, May 6, 1942. 



Manchester, N. H. 1870's. " The Willows" is known for its garden statuary .(seep. 11). The 
towers on these homes, which often resembled turrets of forts, made a man's home his castle. 

Lowell, Mass. 1880's. This residence is an example of Victorian Gothic. The telltale Gothic 
spire has come a long way from medieval Italian cathedral steeples from which it is derived. 

Rutland, Vt. 1870's. This mansion, now the Crestwood Hotel, bears a casual resemblance to the 
Louvre. Critics have since called this period of American architecture "The Reign of T error." 

• 
··l~!.:':'"'"'"~°"'l~ 

Manchester, N. H. 1890's. This mansion, which looks like a French chateau, was the home of the 
late Governor Charles M. F loyd . In this period sandstone replaced wood as a sign of opulence. 

Taken from TIME MAGAZINE, May 6, 1942 
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1 ~ architecture usually termed mode1'tl. 

These men elected to make a new approach, free of constraints, 

by consciously ignoring tradition and the expectations imposed by tra-

dition with regard to plan and :tacade. They uperimented with unpr ecedent-

ed forms and sought to fit the house to the habits, needs and nature o:t 

man. Many architects who accepted the, philosophy of tailoring a home to fit 

the :tamily, ignored the new f orms and proceeded to readjust the trad itional 

styles to suit modern needs and habit s . 

The :tirst creations o:t modern architecture, excluding the efforts of 

Frank LloJd Wright, were whj!;e cubes and cylinder s, shmvi ng a definite influ-

ence of French and German cubism of the nineteen-twenties and early thirties. 

Nevertheless, these examples of houses were a transitional and necessary step 

in the development. They served as a testing ground fo r new mater ials and 

processes and acquainted the ubl i c with the new movement in architecture. 

In this country in the early nineteen-thirties, the majority of architects 

working with extreme modern ideas of architeo.ture were trained i:n Europe 

where the movement first won approval. Such men as Neutra, Gropius, Sarr inen, 

Mies Van der Rohe, and Lescaze migrated to this oountey and began to 

practice and preach the modern or revolutionary conceptions. 

Today, we have man: younger men, trained in this country at such school s 

as Harvard and Frank LlOyd Wright's Taliesin, beginning to praet.ice 

and advocate modern architeeture~ It can no longer be considered a transi-

to17 fad even by the most conservative and is already accepted by a majority 

of people f or all tl'Pes of archit ect Ul·e except domestic and ecclesiastical 

structures . 

What the future holds for this new architecture is impossible to say, 
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but the home builder of today is oonfronted with two almost Wlrelated 

conceptions of hmv a house should be built and D11St ohoose between 

the two. 
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PW II 

CQNDJTIQNS a6Jm RliBUIWpmTS AS§!OO@ E2i, m_ pESIGI EXEQUT:ED 

In order to present the co~arison to follQW in a fair and unbiased 

light, typical oomitions and requirements are essential. A:rJ.y outstanding 

peculiarity in either would tend to make the problem a specific case and 

would defeat the purpose of the comparison. Before stipulating the 

locality, various communities in Virginia were considered as possible 

theoretical locations for the project. Arlington, yirginia was finally 

decided upon as the most conducive to the intent of this thesis, 

Arlington is a count11 not a city. Its government, however, is operated 

verJ similar to the governing organizations of a progressive city • 

.lrlington is peculiar in that its population has increased about 5~ in the 

last decade. Thia increase consiats largely of people coming from all parts 

of the United States to work for the government in Wasll!ngton, ju.st across 

the Potomac river from Arlington. They naturally, have varied tastes and 

opinions concerning architecture and have built all tJ:Pes or styles of homes 

in the vicinity. The fact that this is the case in Arlington makes it a 

better locaUon for this project. The modern home here would not be consider-

ed poor taste because of the neighboring houses. 

The imaginary site was assumed le~el for obvious reasons. A:rJ.y irregulari-

ty in topograpey would tend to make the problem peculiar to the site and the 

results anything but t~ical. It is also assumed that the plot is in a new 

bu.t growing section with access to (;,.Sewage drains and water mains. Its size 

1• taken at 120 feet wide and 210 feet long with the narrow side on the street. 
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The orientation with respect to the street is due south--t.bat is, the street 

is along the north side of the plot. 'l!he present homes in the section face 

the street squarelJ and to tilt the house to build it on this site would be 

considered gross and ruinoua to the appearance and layout of the whole street. 

This idea of formal rows of huddled houses is going out as it should, but 

untortunately, it is still the practice to face a house to the street regard-

less of orientation. 

The twical family was considered to be of four members-husband, ~'ife, 

son, thirteen years old, and daughter ten years old. Of course, every family 

is different in its composition and personality, but the above family is a 

fair median. Since the plan of any successful contemporary residence is 

based directly on the .habits, needs, and desires of the family it houses, 

the following conditions were assumed. 

The h.uaband is a government accountant with an income of i2Soo.oo 
a year. He is likely to be earning more than this ten years hence, but the 

budget will be based on his present earnings. This is above the average 

family income but was so set since the services of an architect are seldom 

solicited on homes costing under ~1,000.00. The cost of the house should 

fall in tlle vicinity of ~1,soo.00 or three times the per annum family in-

come at present. 

Hab~ts and C.baraoteristios of The Family: 

Recreation: 

Huab&lld. and son read a lot 

Conversation is average 
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Wite plays bridge and entertains inf ormall7 

Guests are seldQm numerous 

Separate recreation room desired but not demanded 

Cooking: 

Wife does her own cooking A maid oomea in once a week to 
help with the laundrJ and house cleaning. 

Kediam sized kitchen desired since family will eat breakfast 
in this area. 

Children will not be allowed to play in the kitchen. 

Dining: 

The children d.o not eat lunch at home during school session. 
Husb&Dd eats lunch at hQJll8 only on weekends. 

Dinner or evening meal is the only meal at which all family 
members are present. 

Entertaining is light and informal. 

Outdoor dining facilities are not required. 

Hobbies and Homework: 

.Both children have school homework to do for several years yet. 

~band has no homework at present but should he go into private 
practice as an accountant, he would need space tor account• 
and correspondence. 

Sleeping: 

Three bedrooms are needed--Master•s, son's, and daughter•s. 
'l!he study or optional room should contain a day couch to 
aoco?llllodate occasional overnight guest. 

Mr. and Mrs. prefer double beds. Bedrooms will not be used for 
study, reading or writing as a rule. 
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Sanitation& 

Storage a 

The lau:odr1 will be done at home and aq>le space for this 
ope~tion is required. 

Bathroom requ:iranents are average-one lavatory on the first 
_ floor and baths as the plan makes ne.oessary. 

Moderate space required-closet space should be large in master 
bedroom. (4 dressing ro01n would serve the purpose as well. ) 

Transportationa 

One car-hwlband drives to work. 

Wife shops on foot or has merchandize delivered. 

Attached garage desired with entrance to house near the kitchen. 

The personalities of the family are neither phlegmatic nor volatile, 

neither reserved. nor dy.namic. It is just an average J.merican family. The 

boy hopes to go to college in about four years. The mother plans to send the 

daughter to a local business school after high school. 

From the above data the followi:ng units were decided upona 

Kitchens 

Dining room or space 

Living room or space 

Laulld.?"I 
UtilitJ 

separate or 
combined 

Master bedroom 

Son's " 

Daughter's bedroom 

Ample bathrooms 

.A.nqlle closet space 

~arage or Carport 
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The sizes of these unite would be controlled b~ the overall 

oost and the purpose ot eaoh. The average home builder oan not have 

eve17th1ng he desires. Fi.n&J:Jcial restrictions call tor compromises between 

desires a:od actual needs and between needs and financial restrictions. It 

architecture was not a series ot just such compromises, it would be oompara-

tively easy to plan a home to serve the daily functions ot a familJ• In 

designing two houses tor the above described tamil1, several oompromieea 

were necessa17 The actual designing is discussed in P~S III aDi IY of 

this document. 
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PW III 

PJSIGN Ql TBApITIONl.L HOUSE 

:Before tbe actual designing could be started, it was necessary to 

study the "f&rious traditional styles prevalent in Arlington and vicinit7. 

' The most predominant types, as could be e:zpeoted, were those showing 

French, .English or Dutch influences. To attach to them a period appellation 

would not be altogether fair in many houses for theJ e:zpress the ideas of 

a twentieth-oentu.?7 architect and are adapted to twentieth oentur1 needs. 

The1 are often more traditional in detail, materials and use ot materials, 

am outward appearance then in plan. Vlhile the inspiration is def1n1 tely 

from the past, the designs are interpretative rather than slavishl.J imitative. 

Thia is not true in eveZ'J case, but 1• in ~ oasea and is brought out ~ 

to call attention to the tact that a home design can be based. on a tradition-

al st11e ~~thout laing individualitJ or util1t7. 

Since this paper is not primarilJ concerned with the actQal procedure 

ot designing a residence, the discueaiona of how each_d.esign was ezeeuted 

will be brief. All the logical and neoessaZ'J oonsideratio:aa as to orienta-

tion, util1t7, flez1bilitf, an4 circulation were made, and, as usual, numer-

oua tracing'} Studies of plans and elevations were drawn. A. model was not 

~:J.pyed. in ~lle atud7 of the 4ea1gn since its simplioitJ ot mass an4 facades 

were easy to visualise. Perspective studies were lll&d.e and, finally, a per~ 

spect1Te drawi11g waa 48l~neated in color. {See trontiepiec' #1.) 
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It was decided that the house would be ot frame oonstniotion because 

ot cost limitation. This 119d to the choice of the most typical and predomi-

nant traditional type--that with white siding, blinds, pitche4 roof, etc. 

The first solution was slightl1 French in its appearance. (See PlateI.) 

The asiDJD8trJ of the fenestration, the overall informality, and the high 

pi'lched root lend this atmosphere. While the plan functions fairly well 

acept for the laok of laundry space on the first floor, the garage would 

appear aWJtward in perspeoti ve. This solution would probably 'be used if the 

lot were narrow and prevented the placing of. the garage at the side. 

The nut and final stage (See Platea II, III, IV, v, and VI.) was 

reached by moving the garage into the position shown on the east side o:t 

the· house proper, and ooDJleoti:ng the tVt"O by means of a laadey room. The 

laundry room also serves as a circulation au between the kitchen and 

service yam. The front windows are comparatively high from the floor 

(36• from the floor to top of sill) since one is in the kitchen and the other 

in the study. Panels were placed below these windows and full length blinds 

used to improve the proportions of the windows. This is purely su;perf icial 

functionally, but preferable, even necessary aesthetically. 

The lowering of the roof line to a height of five feet, six inches 

trom the second floor was also done to ~rove the out ward appearance. 

This mutation does not redfloe the cost of the house, as some would assume, 

since the reduotion in cubage is ooaterbalanced by the cost of the six 

dormers raised above the eave line. It is difficult to use guttering on 

the broken eave line since four separate down spouts would be reqaired on 
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both the north and south elevations. A concrete splash at the ground with 

a protect.eel entrance was the answer to this problem. This entrance coveriDg 

was kept simple for reasons of cost. Wood lattice work to carry vines from 

the sides and a metal canopy over completes it. This detail also eliminates 

the desirabilitf of a classical entrance frame (a costly item) for a simple 

frame is Just as effective. The two small windows to the hall and lavator,v 

on either side of the front door come w:ider the shelter and do not interfere 

with the simplicity of the facade. 

Since the majority of home builders consider a house incCIIlplete without 

a fireplace, one was inclw:led. In order to locate the fireplace in the canter 

of the i~terior living room wall, it was necessary to place the chimney off 

center with regard to the main portion of the hou.se. No attempt was made to 

fake this by corbelling it toward the center. It is f ranltly placed nearer 

the west end of the house and, in composition, is balanced by the garage 

wing on the east side of the house, The chimney is larger than .necessary. 

Its size is reminiscent of the potted chimneys of the suteenth centUJ'11 and, 

in itself, adds beauty to the building. 

In a surTeJ made by the •Architectural Forum-, in 1936, a questionnaire 

was sent to building designers all over the United States • . The purpose of 

this questionnaire was to reflect local influences of cost variations, living 

customs, and public demand upon a design of a $71 500.00 house. It was com-

posed of two parts, one dealing with the owners requirements, the other with 

methods used by the designers in meeting them iu Tiu ot the local limitations 

of cost and size influencing planning, constl"UCt ion1 and M~i~nt • .• 
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J From the thousands of answers, a "standard house• was sketched by the 

editors. I quote from the ".lrchiteotural Forum•, "These (questionnaire 

answers) revealed that the small house costillg $7.500.00 implies to the 

great majority of designers who eswerad, a dwelling of Colonial design:, aver-

aging in size about 2Z,ooo cu. ft. in the »orthern aDd. Western localities 

and about 24,750 cu. ft. in Southern localities. It is cOlilllonly two stories 

in height • • • and it 81.most invariablJ has a pitched. roof in preference to 

a flat one. Invariably a basement was included." Although this article was 

not read by the author prior tp the execution of the design, the traditional 

scheme fulfills these e:xpect.ations 1n every detail. It can be assumed that 

the design is what is expected, most generally accepted, anci what, in all 

probabil1 ty would be erected. 

The construction outline (see page 22) also is parallel to the "standard 

house• or composite house· of the numerous answers. The average cost per cu. ft. 

for Southern localitiea was thirty cents. This survey was made sb years ago 

and since that time prices .have steadily, increased. A cost of thirty-two 

cents per cu. ft. was assumed in arriving at the approximate cost of the house 

designed for this projec.t. Accepted cubing ~thods were used in calculating 

the total eubage of the proposed house which is 24,246 cu. ft. Using 32¢ 

per cu. ft., the total cost of the house would be about $7,750.00. While 

this exceeds the budget of 7,500.00 by $250.00, it is close enough for the 

purposes of this document. 

The following construction outline is suggested were the house to be . 

constructed. Compromises were made between cost and permanence as well as 

cost and quality. 

Fo1.1!14Atiop: Concrete walls on concrete footings. 
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Struotgre: B:xterior walls of frame oonstruction covered wi t h 
insul,.tion sheathing aDCi 10- redwood s!dblg painted white. 
Interior partUiona of plaster on gypswn lath on 2.• x 4• 
stwld!JJg. Floor construct ion of wood joist, pine sub-
floori:ag, and ()ak .finish. BatFoOJD floors covered with 
linoleum. 

~· Bed oedar &hillgles on asp.bait felt am. pine sheath111g. Shingles 
would be stained green. 

1nsul.at1ons Insulation aheathi:ng on outside walla and glass wool on second 
floor ceiling. 

WiMowss Double lumg woQd sash and casement. 

Wfll coveripgss Plaster, - wall paper in livil'lg room. 
' 

Woodwo3s Trim of stock ponderossa pine mouldings. 
Doors in &took sises of ponderossa pine. 

PlWDbipgs Standard equipment, cast iron soil pipes, and brass water 
tubes. · 

Reat'K• Hot water system, oil burner, radiators and hot water heater. 

The ezterior of a house is not complete in appearance or utilitJ until 

it is properl1 landscaped. A general scheme, leqvi:ng nothil'lg to cbance, should 

be developed simultaneously with the house plan. The suggested plot plan in-

eluded here ia only a general scheme and could be ocmwaree to a preliminarJ 

sketch rather than worki:ng drawings. ~ complete plot plan would include the 

kinds ot trees, shrubs, and flowers used and would require the services of a 

man trained in landscape architecture. 

The first atteuu>t (See Plate 7 ) was not very successful. The areas 

are properl1 separated b1 use of planting, but the general feelillg is inco-

herent. There. is no relation between the liTi:ng ar.-iot the yard. To oor-

rec' this, a more or less formal flower plot, framed with trees and hedges, 

was included. This solution is adequate .unless a large open lawn is desired. 
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It this were the case, the imier plots for fiowers could be omitted and 

the whole living area left open. The trees a:re placed in such a wa7 th87 

will frame the house and carry the e:;e to the center of interest which is 

the hoase itself. The trees nut to the pool afford shade for the li'11;;ng 

and din1Dg rooms as well as the terrace during the afternoon. Th8 service 

Jard with its unsigb.t17 features, is well screened from the living area 

and adJacent propert1 to protect those at worlc from the gaze of the curious. 

It is also the pl&.J area for the children. 

Further discussion of the final design will be in PA.RT V of this thesis. 

Orientation, circulation, soning, etc., will be treated on a con;>arative basis 

and is omitted here to avoid repetition. 
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PA.RT IJ 

PESIG:N OF MODEBN HOUSI 

The design ot a residence in the oont~orarr manner was a 

new eaperience tor the author. Before the design was attelJU)ted, references 
I 

were studied. Th8 nature of the rese~ch for this house was dif:f erent 

trom ~- resea.roll mcle before the traditional howsa was designed. The 

laUer consisted of a stud.7 of precedent, custom, and detail while the 

:former demanded a deeper understandill8 of the origin, purposes and motives 

ot the revolutiona17 ways employed by its advocates. Much of the nateJ;>ial 

was philosophical in uture and some ot the pro arguments were pure ration-

alization. On the other hand a deal of truth am soand oomnon sense ea-

pla1Jl1ng the reasons am waJ& of thia :new architecture was touucl. James 

li'ord in his publioation, "'l?he JIOdern Bouse in America" saya,•!he essence 

of the n• residential architecture is re'ft&led in its twofold purposes 

to base its plan upon the organio life of the family, and to mk:e logical 

use o:f the products of invention. The ou'\e.r form of the modern house becomes 

the outgJ"owth of a plan built about the interest, routine activities, and 

aspirations of the client and his family in terms of materials em;plo7ed.• 

Proceeding :from the thao17 that the house grows from the inside outwardl.7, 

the actual plann1:ng was begun. 

A. house on one floor was first attempted in order to eliminate t!l,e 

stairs altogether, but the number o:f units t8lldecl to make the plan 'too 

spread ou't for the plot. The next plan ( See Plate 9 ) was laid out with 
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the dining, living, and kitchen spaces in 'the same general relation-. 
ship as in the first house. This was not done to make the two plans 

as similar as possible, but because this arrangement afforded the 

best orientation. This plan appears to function well but closer in-

spection shows the utility area so located that a separated chimney 

would be necessary for the heating unit. A solution which would 

avoid this extravagance would be much more acceptable. Also, the 

fireplace in this plan .is located between two openings which would 

make a circulation area rather than a relaxation area ot the space 

surrounding it. 

The next stage in the evolution ot a plan tor the modern house 

(See Plate 10 ) solved the fireplace problem but the location of the 

heater would still make a difficult detail. Another outstanding tault 

is the fifteen toot corridor from the front entrance to the kitchen 

without a single window. The service entrance is on the street side ot 

the house and. would have to be screened either architecturally or by 

planti~. It would not be accessible to the service yard and should be 

relocated. The garage has been moved to a position on the west side ot 

the house but not wisely tor it will be remembered that the family 

desired it near the kitchen. 

In the final stage (See Platell) these difficulties in plan 

were corrected in several ways. The moving of the front or main entrance 

to the left ot the stairway shortened the hall to the kitchen. By ex-

tending the utility and laundry room as shown, the heating unit could 

be located along_ aid@ tlie chimney and circulation froa the front hall 
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to the kitchen carried thrtl this room. The garage was moved baok to its 

original position and widened to allow circulation to the service entrance. 

The garage should really be called a car port since it is only a shelter 

with lattice work for vines forming one end and one side. This port 

affords excellent concealment tor the servioe entranoe from the street. 

The roate from the service entrance to the se"ice yard is now short and 

direct. 

The curved partition is used to screen the kitchen terrace (traditional 

back porch) trom the living terrace area. it is,orooked in order to gain 

zutoessary footage from the oar port and line u.p · with the wall baclt of the 

drive. (See Plate 15 ) • A straight partition from the wall to the house 

would interfere with the dining room windows. Such a "stunt" as this could 

only be executed in a non-traditional house. 

The total volume was calculated according to accepted practices and 

tound to be 23,745 cu. tt. This is approximatelr 500 cu. tt. less than the 

traditional house bat a higher unit price must be assumed due to the fact 

that this design has no attic or basement which means moat of the ou'b~e 

oomes in the living area of the hoaae. Assuming a unii cost of 33¢ a cubic 

foot, the total cost of the house would be about $7,830.,00 or ao.oo above 

the traditional house in spite of the smaller volume. Oost estimates made frCIJl 

cubage studies can only be expected to give within five or ten percent of 

the actual cost so this difference is insignificant. 

The following construction outline was decided upon after studying 

the oonstruction methods and materials emplo7ed in similar houses in this 

and other sections ot the United States& 
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Fnppd•tion: Concrete walls on concrete footinss. 

Strw>ture: Exterior walls of diagonallJ l>raoed timber ollassia . 
coYered with inaulatio~ sheathing and vertical 
Jointed ! & G redwood siding ~ainted white. Floor 
conatr1.10tion of wood. Joist, pine sub-flooring an4 
oak finish. Bathroom floors covered with linoleum. 
Fireplace finished in brick. 

Wind.ors: BiDged wood cas8'118nts and sliding wood casements of 
J.nderson type. Sliding type used in living area, 
dining area, and mas,ar bedroom. Double strength 
glass throughout. 

i.221: 4-ply b~lt-up asphalt on pine sheathiDg and wood 
Joist on upper roof. })eek finish of painted 12 oz. 
oanvas. 

IpaulaUon: 

Wood.work: 

PlP!!lb' pg: 

Insulation sheathing on outside walls aDd. fiber 
insulation board on eJq>osed ceilings. 

Doors flush wood veneered tn>• in stook sizes. ~rim 
ot stock po:nderosa pine mouldings. 

St~dard eq~pment, cast iron soil pipes, and brass 
water tubes. · 

Bot water system, oil bu.mer, and radiators or ho~ air 
system with registers. Bot water heater. 

ia elaborate. It oould be ouilt over a period of time if t~ oost proved 

to be be1om the meana ot the fam.111. .U in the case ot the traditional 

house, trees are located to afford a ~ettiDg for the house and lend an 1m-

press1o:ra of protec·Uveneas and• at the same t~, afford shade tor tlle 

outer and iJmer li'Qng areas. fhe pergolas ancl raised flower bed would form 

an aoellct emloaing sere• tor tlle living area and render an atmosphere 

ot ooq>lete pri-.aoy. As before, the service J8rd 1a screwecl in and is entered 

tram the kiichen terrace. One change in the house Haelt would be mad.a before 

proceeding wHh the working drawings, in order ~o obtain a better relationship 

between the house and plot. ~hi dining room windows on the east would be 
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raised to a height of about three feet from the floor and a window seat 

incorporated beneath them. Windows would, be plaoed in the aoutl'lern 

wall to afford a vi• ot 'the lawn, an improTement by prox1 ot the change ot 

viaws. 

Further disouaaion of the f iD&l desig;n will be made in Part V of tllia 

thesis. Kl.imination of that material from this section ..,-111 avoid repeti-

tion. 



PART V 

COMPARATIVE .ANALYSIS ----
It remains to compare the two solutions already discussed, and to present the relative merits 

and short comings of each. The question here is not one of good or bad since each design appears 

to fulfill the requisites of the family, but one of comparing and contrasting from the standpoint 

of livability. The term "livability" includes the factors of utility, stability, end beauty, plus 

an eDiotional implication akin to sentiment. The two houses are for the same setting, family, and 

requirements; the me.teri€.ls are alike; wood, concrete, glass, and brick. Even the structures are 

not fundamentally different for both are based on the familiar stud frmne. It is the approach ~ 

that changes the solution, and the comparison is between the results of the different ei.pproaches. 



"_ __!__ CO:MPARIE;ON 

A. THE PROVISIONS OF EACH HOUSE :E'OR ACTIVITIES FSS:ENTIP..L TO LIVABILITY 

TRADITION.AL 

COOKING 

The cooking area or kitchen is separated 
from the dining area by a partition, which 
would restrict noises to a limited area. 
The arrangement is irregular because of 
the three doors and traffic which must 
pass thru the area. This is not ideal but 
is a compromise between functions. A 
breakfast table is incorporated in the 
kitchen since the room is relatively 
large. The customary location of the sink 
under the window was sacrificed to the 
breakfast table. Also, if the window were 
high enough from the floor to accoDD!lodate 
a sink beneath it, the exterior design 
would be marred 

MODERN 

The space allotted to cooking is small, but 
the arrangement is "t;f" shaped. This shape 
is generally considered to be the most effi-
cient. North and east windows are located 
over the sink and range respectively. 
Pantry space is not included, but a serving 
table is well located in relation to the 
kitchen and dining areas. The breakfast 
table is omitted sin.ca the kitchen and 
dining activities are separated by a curtain 
only and the areas are completely flexible. 
Food reception, preparation, and service are 
carried out in that order around the kitchen 
f rom the service entrance to the dining 
table. The feeling is of efficiency rather 
than i ntimacy. 

"" 0 



DINING 

REW~--ATION -

TRADITION.AL 

The dining room is typical in its east and 
south windows, cased opening to living area, 
and swinging door to the kitchen·. It would 
make .an attractive room but, on account of 
its size end arrangement, could not be used 
to any extent except for dining. The s12.e 
provides comfortably for two diDner guests 
only. Noises, as well as odors, are exclud-
ed from the dining area. The arrangement 
is on the formal side and more private than 
flexible 

The living room is large and cheerful and 
could easily 8CCOlllllOdate six people comfort-
ably. Circulation thru the room is at .a 
minimu. Such sacred relaxation practices 
as the evening paper, radio listening, cock-
tails, reading, etc., are well protected 
fron1 the interference of other activities. 

MODERN 

The openness of the plan lends a reeling of 
space to the dining "room." The area is com-
pletely flexible and could be expanded into the 
living space -On- occasions re~uiring more room. 
Odors could be eliminated by an exhaust fan but 
noises from kitchen activities could not. Ease 
in serving meals is the compensation. The addi-
tion of a south window as suggested in PART IV 
would afford an excellent view of the terrace 
and lawn. The arrangement is intimate and informal. 

The large glass area affords an abundance of sun-
light and a nice view of the lawn. The fireplace 
group is private, quiet end comfortable, and a-
dapted to .relaxation. The siz~ of the room sug-
gests individuality and an absence of exactness. 
This is at the expense of an atmosphere of seren-
ity found in the traditional house. 

~ 



ENTER-
TP...IN~ 

TRADITIONAL 

Intimate entertaimnent activities such as 
bridge, visiting, teas, etc., C'Ould be 
well accommodated in the living room. 
Larger groups (unusual events according 
to requirements in PART 11) would be 
cramped. Provisions are only fair for 
children's parties, buffet suppers, and 
the like. The separate kitchen is in-
convenient for any drinking party when 
numerous trips to the kitchen are neces-
sary. 

SLEEPING 

All bedrooms are cross ventilated and 
have ample closet space. The master 
bedroom has a small dressing room and 
private bath attached and is separated 
from the children's rooms by the hall. 
This adds to the privacy and quietness 
necessary for sleeping. 

MODERN 

Provisions for entertainment here are excellent 
regardless of type. This is accomplished by 
the sacrifice of maximum provisions for private 
dining and intimate relaxation. The protected 
terrace is ideal for fair weather afternoon 
guest or card games. The atmosphere is more 
"clubby . " than cosy; more gay than refined. 

· ~~-r..;-..... ,,.,. 

The master bedroom is large and has an excel-
lent exposure. Closet space is ample in all of 
the bedrooms. The first floor bedroom allotted 
to the son would i'urnish end accessible •sick-
room", and the first floor bath is nice for any 
guest quartered in the optional room. All of 
the sleeping areas are in quiet zones. 

~ 
ti.) 



TOILET-
!!!£ 

TRADITIONAL 

The la.vatory on the first floor opens iilto 
the optional room, which is excellent for 
guest but slightly inaccessible for family 
use. The master bedroom is small but would 
not be used for dressing or primping. Tubs 
in both bathrooms are recessed. 

LAUNDRY 

The space allotted to this function is on 
the first floor as it should be, with di-
rect access to the service yard. The 
plumbing is common to that of the kitchen 
sink. The close relation of the laundry 
and kitchen allows the wife to supervise 
the work with ease. 

STORAGE 

'f 

Besides ample closet space on the first and 
second floor, the basement supplies a large 
storage space for miscellaneous articles. 
The garage is really storage space for the 
car, and being wide, for garden tools, etc. 

MODERN 

-The first and second floor bathrooms are so 
arranged that a common stack could be used. 
The first floor toilet tE. excellent for guests 
and sick persons. The inclusion of a lavatory 
is possibly extravagant, but it is centrally 
located and has common plumbing wit h the laundry 
room. 

The relation between the laundry 6Ild kitchen is 
the same as that of the traditional house. The 
route to the service yard is a little longer but 
completely screened from the other parts of the 
house. During the time when area is not being 
used for laundry, it supplements the small 
kitchen. 

Having no basement to fall back on a large closet 
under the stair is used for storage of household 
articles. The closets are uniformly larger than 
those in the traditional house for the same reason. 
No provisions have been made for the storage of 
garden tools. 

~ 



TRADITION.AL 

™ 
The room marked "optional" on the plan is to 
be used as a study as well as a guest room on 
occasion. The children's homework, the parents' 
bills, accounts, checkwriting and correspondence 
would all be activities assigned to this room 
since it is located in a quiet zone and f~rnisbed 
for the purpose. 

-RF.CREATION 

A finished room in the basement is provided for 
games and noisy hobbies. Although first floor 
space would be better, a compromise with cost was 
necessary. The room is ventilated by area windows 
only and electric lights would be needed even in 
the daytime. 

M.ODEP.N 

The space allotted here for study, concentra-
tion, and deep reading is the same as mentioned 
opposite. It is even better insulated from the 
noisy activities. Lacking is the double expo-
sure sacrilficed for the furniture arr:a.tlgement. 

No particular room was assigned to this activity 
in this house. During the summer the large deck 
could be used for sunning, games, and the like, 
but the winter season would call for a conversion 
of the living and dining areas. 

Note: Attention is called here to the location of the telephone (see red triangle on plan). 
It is centrally located in both houses. In the case of the traditional house the 
phone can be reached from the dining room thru an opening in the wall on the level 
of the china closet counter. 

t 
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B. CIRCULATION 
\ 

TRADITIONAL 

The circulation throughout the house is direct 
and compact. The major shortcoming lies in the 
garage and service entrances' traffic crossing 
the kitchen and limiting the arrangement of 
the kitchen. This is necessary because of the 
location of the garage which could hardly be 
elsewhere and look as well in elevation and 
perspective. The vertical circulation or 
stairway cannot be considered better than fair 
because of the turns at both the top and bot-
tom. This was done to shorten the run so the 
stairs would not infringe upon the living room's 
regularity. The front and terrace entrances 
are on the central axis of the house for reasons 
of outward appearance but function well with 
respect to the circulation routes within. The 
basement and second floor circulation is simple 
and self-explan~tory. The upper hall is an 
attractive unit in itself. 

MODERN 

Traffice routes on the first floor are somewhat 
complicated because of the informality of the plan. 
The routes are longer but fairly direct. The stair-
way is well located with respect to the other elements 
and is not in the least cramped. Second floor circu-
lation is simple except for the openings onto the 
terrace, which open informally from the two bedrooms. 
This arrangement adds to the privacy of the deck. 
The hall and stairwell are well lighted. Special atten-
tion is called to the route from the driver's position 
in the car shelter.,into the house. He can enter the 
·kitchen or go directly to 1 the study or upstairs with-
out passing thru a major unit. The front entrance 
is not opposite the opening to the living room for 
reasons of privacy. The front door can easily be 
answered from the kitchen in this house and in the 
traditional house. 

g 



C. ORIENTATION 

The charts (See Plates 21 and 22) were taken from the work of George Fred Keck, published 
in "The Modern House In America" by James Ford. They show diagrammatically the positions 
of the sun at various seasons and times of day with relation to a point at center of house. 
From them we see the sun is much closer to the horizon in the winter than it is in the 
swmner, a fact which is important to note, for seasonal sun shelters depend on this phenome-
non. 

TRADITIONAL 

Full advantage has been taken of the plot's 
orientation. The house, to face the street, 
must face north, which means the living room 
should be on t he "back" of the house, the 
dining room on the southeast corner, and the 
kitchen on the northeast corner. The master's 
bedroom ha s a southern and eastern exposure, and 
the other bedromns ar e merely fitted into the 
plan.All three have cross ventilation. Outside 
of t he location in plan with regard to t he com-
pass points and the planting discussed in PART 
III , lit tle consideration was given to orienta-
tion. The chart will show what rooms receive 
sun at various times of day and seasons of year. 

MODERN 

The general l ayout of the living, dining, and 
kit chen areas are the same in this house. The 
projecting roofs over the master bed room windows 
and the 11 ving room ;flindows are designed to ex-
clude the sun's r ays in the SWillller only. The 
terrace would have swmner sun until 11 A.14. ~d 
be mostly in shade the remaind·er of the day .Slots 
in the upper canopy over the daughter's bedroom 
windows would afford morning sunlight. All 
three bedrooms have morning sun to some extent 
and the master's bedroom has this asset the entire 
year. The dining room would receive morning sun 
only until a:oo A.M. in summer and 9:00 A.M. in 
the winter. 
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lr - TERMINATION 

The word "Conclusions" was purposely avoided as a heading for this section. The aim of this 

document has been toward understanding rather than deducting; toward enlightenment rather 

than persuasion; tovrerd investigation and recording--not toward research and solving. Various 

readers will undoubtedly deduce conclusions of their own but should make a conscious effort 

to prevent these conclusi1:>ns frOlll being mere rationalizations supporting preconceived convic-

tions. One example of each style, no matter how typical, could not embrace the entire field 

of residence design. This is stated not as an apology btt;as an explanation. 

Outstanding characteristics of each of the two solutions, disregarding appearance of "style," 

are enumerated: The modern house is more unified and yet more informal. The traditional 

house seems to provide for all activities with equability, so compromising in order that 

partiality is shown no single feature at serious sacrifice of another. The modern house 
t ' 

sacrifices almost to the point of inadequacy in some instances in order to gain excellent pro-

visions for other activities. A sense of space plus what the modernists term the interpenetra-

tion of inner and outer spaces is a distinctive trait of the modern house by comparison. A 

(J1 
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feeling or sense of security and protection, of privacy and seclusion, is enjoyed by 

the inhabitants of the traditional house. Of course, "frame of mind" and attitude is 

a factor to be considered in a question of feeling or sensation, but regardless of the 

mental attitude, these sensations are present in a lesser degree i n the modern house. 

Fr01n the aesthetic viewpoint, a ticklish subject, I refrain remark. It has truthfully 

been said that beauty lies in the eye of the beholder. Some say the modern style possess-

es nothing beautiful in itself. Others see beauty in pure forms derived from function. 

The impact of a new environment has left us divided between the two. Are we to have 

Tradition or No Tradition, - Dnotion or Logic. There is some of both in each solution. 

For example, the fireplace in this and most other modern houses is a sentimental survival 

of the days of inefficient heating. As a Swiss designer once said, "Design, in other words, 

is returning to basic principles. No peri•:>d or style has had a monoply of the means for 

expressing these qualities." 

The End 
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